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 Our experience was very beautiful in Slovakia because here we

could see how nature works its magic.

 During our journey from Romania to Slovakia, we were able to

see several towns and villages that looked familiar, but at the

same time were different.

 Slovaks were very hospitable to us, helping us in

understanding their culture.

 They have very tasty traditional food.



 On the first day we visited the school in Spiska Nova Ves

where we were given a tour of it. Then we played several

games on the Kahoot platform that helped both teams to

understand our countries and cultures.

 During the afternoon we visited the church with a clock tower,

which is the symbol of the city.



 On the second day, we could observe the Tatra Mountains

closer, seeing them in all their splendor. At their base, many ski

slopes could also be observed.

 It is the perfect place where you can get rid of stress and relax.



 On the third day we visited Spis Castle which is located on top

of a hill to be able to observe the surrounding areas and after

lunch we visited the town of Drevnik which is surrounded by

defensive walls and you can feel like in the middle ages when

you are in the center.



 On the fourth day, we visited the Tatra Mountains National

Park, which amazed us with its splendor and untouched nature.

From this park you could also see a valley that stretched for

several kilometers.



 On the fifth day we returned to school where we organized a

fashion show together with our Slovak friends where we

combined our traditional costumes with ordinary clothes that

were designed to represent different materials that surround us.



On the last day, we had a cultural trip to 

the former European capital of Culture –

Košice – an amazing and charming city. 





THANK YOU!
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